Social media sarcasm is not for all brands, says Sprout Social
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While sarcasm and snark are themes running rampant on social media, many brands are attempting to adopt the popular tone for their own in an attempt to appeal to consumers, but this concept could be detrimental.

Sprout Social has found that 88 percent of consumers become annoyed when a brand mocks its fans on social media. Marketers are also looking to politics and societal issues on social to relate to individuals, but this is a misconception as well, causing 71 percent of consumers to dislike this kind of brand behavior.

"Even though brands such as Wendy's, T-Mobile and Denny's have received a lot of media attention for delivering social media sass, this approach isn’t quite what people want from brands," said Darryl Villacorta, social media manager at Sprout Social, Chicago.

"The Q2 2017 Sprout Social Index found that consumers want brands to be honest 86 percent, friendly 83 percent and helpful 78 percent," he said. "Further, while eight in 10 think it’s ‘cool’ when brands answer their questions, on average, only 12 percent of social messages that require a brand response actually get one.

"While snark can help brands stand out, the risk might not be worth it when it's responsiveness that wins customer loyalty."

Brands on social
While politics and mocking fans are subjects that brands should clearly stay away from, comedy as a whole is not. Almost three out of four consumers appreciate when brands look to humor on social media.

There are some exceptions to the rule. For instance, Wendy's saw its recent tweets go viral after it responded to various mentions with sarcasm and insults.
However, this should not be attempted by all brands. Wendy's happened to be the right brand, at the right time with the right content.

Most consumers look to brands who value honesty, are helpful and friendly. For instance 88 percent of consumers buy from brands that are honest, 78 percent support helpful brands and 83 percent look to friendly labels.

Messaging is another tool that is growing as a medium for brands to connect with customers. But, Sprout Social feels brands are not doing enough.

It is much easier for a customer to message a brand or retailer through social media with an inquiry rather than call or visit a store. On average, though, marketers take up to 11 hours to respond to messages on social from consumers.

They also have issues responding in general. Only one out of 10 individuals receive messages back from brands.

Even though messaging has become so prolific in consumer behavior, luxury brands are either lacking or severely absent from the strategy.

Facebook Messenger is the clear winning platform for B2C communication capability, causing 81 percent of brands to have a presence on the application, according to L2’s Social Platforms; Messaging Insight Report. However, only 50 percent of brands reply to consumers within the hour and only 10 percent have chatbots (see more).

Consumers want to engage with brands on social media for the use of customer service, which makes this a serious problem for marketers.

Additional insight
Also, plus-sized model and social media influencer recently Iskra lead the way for the top content coming out on Instagram from New York Fashion Week, as influencer content saw the most engagement well beyond designer content, according to Chute.
Michael Kors and Vogue were the luxury brands amongst the top content creators who saw the most engagement surrounding NYFW. Fashion Blogger was the top hashtag discussed in relation to Fashion Week, alluding to the rise of importance of fashion blogger Instagram influencers for NYFW (see more).

"Being funny or snarky isn't as appreciated as the media headlines or engagement metrics would lead you to believe," Sprout Social’s Mr. Villacorta said. "In fact, only a third of social media users like to see snarky brand personalities, and a quarter would boycott a brand after seeing an off-putting social post.

"Brands that want to attract and retain customers through social should show some personality, but consumers want a focus on customer service over comedy," he said. "We also found that millennials’ attitude toward brand personality on social has some distinct differences from that of their older counterparts.

"Millennials want to see brand personality on Instagram at a rate 75 percent higher than baby boomers and members of Gen X. And in terms of how brands express that personality, millennials are 25 percent more likely to think it's cool when brands use slang, and they find brands making fun of competitors to be cool at a rate 20 percent than their older counterparts."